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Q1. Read the passage and answer the questions carefully.                                            (5) 

        Ducks are beautiful little birds. They have white or black feathers and yellow beaks. Their 

feet are very different from the feet of birds. Most birds use their feet to hold the branch firmly 

and to gather twigs to build their nests. But the feet of ducks are special. They use their feet to 

swim. They can swim very fast because of their feet. 

      a)  What is the colour of duck’s feathers? 

           ________________________________________________________________ 

b) What do ducks do with their feet? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

      c)  Are the feet of ducks same as the other birds? 

          __________________________________________________________________ 

d) State True or False. 

   Ducks use their feet to hold branches.               ________________ 

e) Pick out antonyms from the passage:      slow___________        ugly  _________ 

Q2.  Fill in the blanks with correct form of verb.                                                             (5)  

a. Tim ______________ a letter to his mother. ( writes / write ) 

b. They ______________________ their school. (love / loves) 

c. A tailor _________________our clothes. ( stitch / stitches ) 

d. People __________________ their new car carefully. (drive / drives ). 

e. Sam and Jack   ______________ with each other.  ( fights / fight )                                                                                                  

Q3. Word Vocabulary                                                                                                     

a)  Write meanings:  determined  ________________    shelter_________________         (3) 

                                      soak_______________              

b) Write antonyms:  grows   ______________              tricky  ___________________       (2) 

  c)  Write rhyming words:   far ____________             seas _____________                      (2)                                                                                                                                         
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d) Make sentence.                                                                                                                 (1) 

1. attic:_____________________________________________________________________          

Q4. . Choose the correct article and fill in the blanks.                                                     ( 5 )    

a. ______________ ( an / the ) moon is shining brightly in the sky. 

b. There is_______________( a/ an ) mango tree in my house. ____________ ( A / The ) 

tree is tall. 

c. My grandmother reads ________________( a / the ) Tribune in the morning. 

d. There is _______________ ( an / a ) big garden  in my house.  

e. Ms. Ridhi is  __________________ ( a/ an ) honest woman. 

 Q5. Extract                   (3) 

      ‘There are bridges on the rivers, as pretty as you please.’ 

   a. Write the name of the poem from which this extract has been taken. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

    b. What is there on the rivers? 

         __________________________________________________________________ 

    c. Write rhyming word of:  rivers ____________  

Q6. Answer the following questions.                                                                                 

a) What will Somu do when the wind blows?                                                                 (2) 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

b)  Who were Mario’s real friends?                                                                                (2)         

_________________________________________________________________ 

          __________________________________________________________________ 

         ___________________________________________________________________ 

     c) What does Somu want to be when he grows up?                                                      (1) 

       ____________________________________________________________________ 

      ____________________________________________________________________    
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Q7.   Choose the correct option.                                                                                     (2) 

a)  Mario accepted his grandpa’s bet.  True / False 

b)   Unscramble the letters and form correct spellings. ‘ almp’ 

a) palm                                       b) palms                              c) malp 

 

Q8. Dictation.            (5) 

    1)  _____________________                              4) ________________________ 

    2) ______________________                             5) ________________________ 

    3) ______________________ 

Q9. Circle the correct verb in the following sentences.                                                  (3) 

    a)  The old woman walk / walks slowly. 

    b) Karan and Sheena live / lives in the same colony. 

    c)  The kittens sleeps / sleep during the day. 

 

Q10. Punctuate the following sentences.                                                                          (2) 

a)  i saw dogs cats and cows on the road 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

b) who is this man 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

  Q11. Rearrange the words to form meaningful sentences.                        (2) 

a) lessons / she / daily / learns  / her 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

b) bark  / at / strangers / dogs  / the 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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   Q12. Write five lines on: ‘My Best Friend’ using simple present tense.                        (5) 

         Hints:- name, age, my school,  lives, play, study, hard  working,  love   

      ______________________________________________________________________ 

     ______________________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

     _______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________   
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Q1. Read the passage and answer the questions carefully.                                            (5) 

        Ducks are beautiful little birds. They have white or black feathers and yellow beaks. Their 

feet are very different from the feet of birds. Most birds use their feet to hold the branch firmly 

and to gather twigs to build their nests. But the feet of ducks are special. They use their feet to 

swim. They can swim very fast because of their feet. 

      a)  What is the colour of duck’s feathers? 

           The colour of duck’s feather is white or black. 

b) What do ducks do with their feet? 

 Ducks swim with their feet. 

      c)  Are the feet of ducks same as the other birds? 

           No, the feet of ducks are not same as of other birds. 

d) State True or False. 

   Ducks use their feet to hold branches.               False 

e) Pick out antonyms from the passage:      slow – fast              ugly- beautiful 

Q2.  Fill in the blanks with correct form of verb.                                                             (5)  

a. Tim writes a letter to his mother. ( writes / write ) 

b. They love their school. (love / loves) 

c. A tailor stitches our clothes. ( stitch / stitches ) 

d. People drive their new car carefully. (drive / drives ). 

e. Sam and Jack fight with each other.  ( fights / fight )                                                                                                  

Q3. Word Vocabulary                                                                                                     

a)  Write meanings:  determined  - resolved                    shelter- refuge                             (3) 

                                      soak- absorb              

b) Write antonyms:  grows  - shrinks                           tricky  - easy                                    (2) 
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c)  Write rhyming words:   far – car                              seas- please                                 (2)                                                                                                                                         

d) Make sentence.                                                                                                                 (1) 

1. attic: There is an attic in my house.          

Q4. . Choose the correct article and fill in the blanks.                                                     ( 5 )    

a. The  ( an / the ) moon is shining brightly in the sky. 

b. There is a ( a/ an ) mango tree in my house. The  ( A / The ) tree is tall. 

c. My grandmother reads the ( a / the ) Tribune in the morning. 

d. There is a  ( an / a ) big garden  in my house.  

e. Ms. Ridhi is an  ( a/ an ) honest woman. 

 Q5. Extract                    (3) 

      ‘There are bridges on the rivers, as pretty as you please.’ 

   a. Write the name of the poem from which this extract has been taken. 

          The Rainbow 

    b. What is there on the rivers? 

         There are bridges on the rivers. 

    c. Write rhyming word of:  rivers - shivers  

Q6. Answer the following questions.                                                                                 

a) What will Somu do when the wind blows?                                                                 (2) 

 Ans. When the wind blows Somu would enjoy swings on the mango tree. 

b)  Who were Mario’s real friends?                                                                                  (2) 

     Ans.  George, Lucas and Diana were Mario’s real friends. 

     c) What does Somu want to be when he grows up?                                                         (1) 

    Ans. Somu wants to be an artist when he grows up. 
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Q7.   Choose the correct option.                                                                                     (2) 

a)  Mario accepted his grandpa’s bet.  True / False 

b)   Unscramble the letters and form correct spellings. ‘ almp’ 

a) palm                                       b) palms                              c) malp 

 

Q8. Dictation.            (5) 

    1)  ground                              4) magic 

    2)  nurture                              5) proud 

    3) dragging 

Q9. Circle the correct verb in the following sentences.                                                  (3) 

    a)  The old woman walk / walks slowly. 

    b)  Karan and Sheena live / lives in the same colony. 

    c)  The kittens sleeps / sleep during the day. 

 

Q10. Punctuate the following sentences.                                                                          (2) 

a) i saw dogs cats and cows on the road 

I saw dogs, cats and cows on the road. 

b) who is this man 

Who is this man? 

 

  Q11. Rearrange the words to form meaningful sentences.                        (2) 

a) lessons / she / daily / learns  / her 

She learns her lessons daily. 

b)  bark  / at / strangers / dogs  / the 

The dogs bark at strangers. 
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   Q12. Write five lines on: ‘My Best Friend’ using simple present tense.                        (5) 

         Hints:- name, age, my school,  lives, play, study, hard  working,  love   

        1. The name of my best friend is ___________. 

        2. He / She is seven years old. 

        3. He studies in my school. 

         4. He lives near my house. 

         5. We play and study together. 

         6. He is very hard working . 

         7. I love his company a lot. 

 


